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Abstract: Digital information has become a social infrastructure and with the expansion of the internet, network
infrastructure has become an indispensable part of social life and industrial activity for mankind. In recent years,
the demand for online banking has increased and the number of people who rely in online transactions has
tremendously  increased.  Thus  necessity  for  a  reliable  security for online transactions is ever than before.
By combining biometrics and cryptography, biometric encryption has drawn great attention in the field of
information security. Two levels of security are provided in this proposed design. Firstly we consider the
security level at the client side by providing biometric authentication scheme. Biometric authentication is
achieved by considering the fingerprint image of the client. Secondly we ensure a secured communication link
that can be achieved by cryptography. This E-banking system is designed using MATLAB with fingerprint
recognition and encryption.
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INTRODUCTION Related Work: Yao-Jen Chang [5] have proposed a

The online banking transactions are part of daily as cryptographic keys that are either easy to forget or
routine for an individual. The existing online banking vulnerable to dictionary attacks, easy-to-carry and
system has several drawbacks [1]. The most important difficult-to-transfer  keys  can  be generated based on
threat is hacking, from the internet any one can hack the user-specific biometric information. A framework is
username and password and the result is third person proposed to generate stable cryptographic keys from
gets access to owner account. As anyone is not with biometric data that is unstable in nature. The proposed
twenty four hours on the Internet, i.e. access bank framework differs from prior work in that user-dependent
website, it takes so many time to know that your account transforms are utilized to generate more compact and
get hacked and third one can get transfer the money to his distinguishable features. Thereby, a longer and more
own account. This paper focus on providing a better stable bit stream can be generated as the cryptographic
means of security and this is biometric technology using key. Experiments are performed on a face database to
fingerprint recognition  security  mechanism,  therefore verify the feasibility of the proposed framework. The
the paper is about creating an e-banking system [2] preliminary result is very encouraging.
whose security mechanism will be fingerprint recognition. Chafia [6] have proposed a technique using fuzzy
Biometrics technology [3] has been proposed to commitment and fuzzy vault. Hao et al.  [7]  have
strengthen authentication mechanism in general by proposed the first practical and secure way to integrate
matching a stored biometric template to a live biometric the iris biometric into cryptographic applications. A
template. Cryptography provides the necessary tools for repeatable binary string, which we call a biometric key, is
accomplishing  secure  and  authenticated  transactions. generated reliably from genuine iris codes. The key is
It not only protects the data from theft or alteration, but generated from a subject's iris image with the aid of
also can be used for user authentication [4]. auxiliary error-correction data, which do not reveal the key

technique in which instead of using PINs and passwords
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and can be saved in a tamper-resistant token, such as a Feature extraction – Image features at various levels
smart card. Ratha et al. [8] have proposed a model which of complexity are extracted from the image data. Typical
explains several methods to generate multiple cancelable examples of such features are
identifiers from fingerprint images to overcome the
biometric privacy problems. Weiguo Sheng et al. [9] have Lines, edges and ridges.
proposed a model which generates Template-Free Localized interest points such as corners, blobs or
Biometric-Key by Means of Fuzzy Genetic Clustering. points.

System Design More complex features may be related to texture,
Fingerprint Extraction: A database of fingerprint images shape or motion.
of individuals, representing a bank’s customers is created.
Each individual has to give 10 images of samples of Detection/segmentation – At some point in the
different fingerprint expressions. The image database is processing a decision is made about which image points
trained using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or regions of the image are relevant for further processing.
technique and the obtained features are saved for the Examples are;
recognition purposes. The bank registers a new customer
each time by acquiring the customer’s fingerprint images Selection of a specific set of interest points
of 10 different expressions, in the same way for each and Segmentation of one or multiple image regions which
every customer and then adds the images to the ones in contain a specific object of interest.
the database after which the database is trained using the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the features are High-level processing – At this step the input is
saved for future use. typically a small set of data, for example a set of

Fig. 3.1: Process involved in biometric online banking. Decision making Making the final decision required

Pre-processing – Before a computer vision method
can be applied to image data in order to extract some Pass/fail on automatic inspection applications
specific piece of information, it is usually necessary to Match / no-match in recognition applications
process the data in order to assure that it satisfies certain Flag for further human review in medical, military,
assumptions implied by the method. Examples are; security and recognition applications.

Re-sampling in order to assure that the image Image Testing and Training
coordinate system is correct. PCA Training: Feature extraction scheme is followed by
Noise reduction in order to assure that sensor noise the method of Principal Component Analysis(PCA)
does not introduce false information. technique where the images will be trained by PCA as
Contrast enhancement to assure that relevant shown in the flowchart of Fig. 1. The image of fingerprint
information can be detected. of different customers of different 10 images are acquired,
Scale space representation to enhance image created an average value over that and the mean
structures at locally appropriate scales. fingerprint image and covariance matrix are computed.

points or an image region which is assumed to
contain a specific object. The remaining processing
deals with, for example:
Verification that the data satisfy model-based and
application specific assumptions.
Estimation of application specific parameters, such as
object pose or object size.
Image recognition – classifying a detected object into
different categories.
Image registration – comparing and combining two
different views of the same object.

for the application, for example:
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Using the Eigen values and Eigen vectors, eigen space is Data Security Algorithm: The data encryption and
calculated and weights are identified and features are decryption is done in order to secure the data by
saved for recognition purposes. transferring the plain text into the cipher text. This is done

Fig 3.2 Flowchart of PCA training the customer can either sign up as a new user for

PCA Testing: The trained image by Principal Component Fig. 4.1.
Analysis (PCA) process is then matched with the real test
image. The real image is when the customer needs to log
in to access account sits in front of scanner and upload
image. This process calculate the eigen space value of the
real test image and calculates the Euclidean distance
between both real test image and the trained PCA image,
if both gets match i.e., if the value is greater than
threshold value the further process is continued or else it
will display the error message saying “Invalid User” and
the process is stopped.

Fig. 3.3: Flowchart of PCA testing match”.

by using the random permutation algorithm, where the
message will be changed to cipher by converting text to
binary values and randomizing it and rearranging back to
cipher text format. The same will be in reverse for
converting cipher text back to plain text. Thus, the
information will be secured. This method is used in order
to do transaction part where the transaction details will be
encrypted and to process further the user keys need to be
entered to decrypt the transaction details. Thus the
security of information will be achieved.

Implementation Results: The crypto biometric system
provides two layer security and the process involved in
it are shown below.

E-Banking Homepage: The first encountered interface
display the option of what the customer wants to do since

registration  or  log in as an existing customer shown in

Fig. 4.1: E-Banking Homepage

Registration Interface: If person is not registered then by
clicking on the sign up button, a new window is displayed
where a new customer enters the surname, first name,
middle name, address, password, select the account type,
sex, upload the picture. At this part it will capture an
image and this will be trained with PCA and the features
will be saved for future use. If password doesn’t matches
it will display the error message as “password doesn’t
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Fig. 4.2: Registration Interface

Access Code, Account No., User Id and the Private Keys
Generate Automatically [10, 11]: Immediately, the
customer has finished his/her details for registration and
click on the submit button, the access code, account
number, the user ID, private keys which is the user key1
and user key 2 will be automatically generated as shown
in Fig. 4.3 else if any of the entered detail is not in the
correct format an error message is displayed as “Invalid Fig. 4.4: The Encrypted Transaction Interface
user”. Here random generation process is used for the
generation of the access code, account number, ID and Transaction Interface: On providing the private keys, the
user keys to the users. The automatically generated customer then clicks on the Decrypt button to see the
details will be saved or will be sent to user mobile by operations that can the carried out as per their necessity.
adding another option, in order to access account in The customer can select any of the operations such as
future. Thus the part of registration form to access the withdraw, money transfer, e-payment, check balance or
account formalities will be completed. One thing that check the statement of account. For example the check
should be kept in mind is that without having any one balance  and  money  transfer part is shown in Fig. 4.5.
among this five security keys , one cannot access the Here for each transaction the separate windows will be
account [12]. Hence these details should be kept secretly displayed so that comfortably the users can do their
such that any third person should not come to know transactions. The different types of transactions are
about this otherwise the third person may try to access shown below as follows: Check Balance, Money Transfer
your account. and Account Statement. After transaction happen users

Fig. 4.3: Access Code, Account No, User ID and the
Private keys automatically generated Fig. 4.5: Transaction Interface 

The Encrypted Transaction Interface: The transaction
details appear in an encrypted format as shown in Fig. 4.4
to the customer that will be in the cipher text, so the
customer has to supply the private keys which are the
user key1 and user key2 which has been generated during
the registration phase. The customer has to supply these
keys in order to get the information on the transaction
interface which will be decrypted to the plaintext [10, 11].

can logout from account.
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